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ABSTRACT

Background: In learning of anatomy, bones and viscera are very important. Now days, artificial bones are replacing the original bones for study purpose due to unavailability. Original viscera are available for students only at dissection hours. So we have tried to find out perception of medical students towards artificial bones and POP models of viscera.

Materials and Methods: We had prepared a questionnaire consisting of 20 questions, 10 related to bones and 10 related to the POP models of viscera and asked 150 students of 1st year MBBS to answer it.

Results: All the 150 students agreed that bones are necessary for study but only 36 students have bone set (14 original & 22 artificial). Maximum students get the bones only when made available from department. While 107 (71%) students said they would prefer original specimen of viscera, over POP models, for studying; but still 126 (84%) wanted to keep the POP models of viscera while studying its relations from text book.

Conclusions: Good quality artificial bones should be promoted for students, if original bones are not available. It will be better than having nothing. POP models of viscera cannot replace original viscera but due to its handy quality will be helpful for understanding.
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INTRODUCTION

For learning of anatomy, bones are very important for medical students. 10- 15 years before every 1st year medical student had original bone set which were made available by the attendants of the department of anatomy or purchased from the senior students of 2nd year. But now a day due to legal issues original bones are not easily available even at the cost of 20 to 30 thousands. So, many of the students are using artificial bones. In this study we have attempted to find out how many of the students were using bone set for study and the problems related to the availability of the bone set.

For the study of human bones, original or artificial bones are available in market but for the study of viscera no cheap material is available. So we had prepared POP models of human viscera in our department with the help of artist and modeller. For study purpose, these models made available for students in dissection and demonstration hours. In this study, we had tried to find out the perception of students towards these POP models and utility of these models for students.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

We had prepared a questionnaire consisting of 20 questions, 10 related to bones and 10 related to the POP models of viscera. 150 students of 1st year MBBS 2012 batch of our medical college were involved in the study. Survey was carried at the time of preliminary practical examination of the students as all the students of the batch would be present. Before starting the examination, 5-7 students were sent to a separate room where artificial bones and POP models were shown and discussed with them. Questionnaire was given and asked to solve. After completion of that group, next group of students was called for solving questionnaire. Study was carried for 3 days, 50 students per day.

OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

Out of 150 students, 16 students left few questions of questionnaire unsolved. The questionnaire consisted of 10 questions related to availability of bones and acceptance of artificial bones amongst students. Based on the answers opted by the students, following observations and results were drawn:

Some artificial bones and original bones as shown in figure 1 were given to students to compare it. Their observation related to quality of artificial bones is shown in table no 1. Maximum students accepted artificial bones as of good quality.

Fig. 1: Showing original bone and its artificial bone. A- Humerus, B- Clavicle, C- Mandible.

All the 150 students agreed that bones are necessary for study. 102 (68%) students referred atlas for studying bones, 36 (24%) used text books and only 12 (8%) agreed to study the bones with the virtual 3D images from CD. 132 (88%) students said that they would like to keep the bones with them while studying the bones from book. However, only 36 (24%) students had a bone set. Out of these 36 students, 14 had original bone set and 22 had artificial boneset [POP-16; plastic/resin- 06]. When asked about a reason for not having a bone set - 55 (36.6%) students said that artificial bones that they had seen were not good enough, 34 (22.6%) students did not know from where to purchase a bone set, 16 (10.6%) found it to be very costly, 06 (4%) said that no one told them to get it and 03(2%) thought it was not important for study.

Apart from those who have their own bone set, 61(40.6%) students agreed that they get the original bones only when they get it issued in the dissection hours, 41(27.3%) said they borrow it from senior students, 15 (10%) students agreed that they go to museum for studying bones and 16 (10.6%) shared the boneset with batch mates. In short it is observed that very few students purchased the bone set and rest of the students manage to study the bones made available from the department. In absence of bones students like to read it from atlas of osteology.

The other part of questionnaire included 10 questions related to study of viscera and perception of students towards POP models of viscera. In some of the questions students were allowed to tick multiple options. Following observations were made depending on the options ticked by the students:

Some POP models of viscera as shown in figure 2 were given to students to examine it. Their observation related to quality of POP models is

| Table 1: Showing the response given by the students for the quality of artificial bones. |
|----------------------------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
| Originality | Best | Good | Average | Bad  |
| Impessions  | 40   | 82    | 27      | 5     |
| Size& Shape | 51   | 80    | 16      | 0     |
| Quality of Material | 35  | 68    | 44      | 1     |
| Durability  | 39   | 72    | 37      | 3     |

The percentage of students who agreed to keep bones set with them while studying bones from books are given in the table below.
shown in table no. 2. Maximum students accepted POP models as of good quality.

**Fig. 2:** Showing POP models of Viscera. A- Heart, B- Spleen, C- Urinary Bladder, D- Liver, E- Kidney (Right & left).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Best</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Bad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impressions</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size &amp; Shape</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Material</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Showing the response given by the students for the quality of POP Models.

For studying relationship of viscera 66 (44%) students said they used textbooks, 62(41%) agreed to visualize the relations during dissection hours and 22 (15%) used models and specimens in the museum.

According to 107 (71.3%) students, the major difficulty in studying relations of viscera with original specimen was that the viscera were available in dissection hall and museum only. Some 23(15.3%) students believed that many of the specimens do not have features as mentioned in the textbook. 21(14%) students observed difficulty in handling the specimen as gloves are not always available and a few 5(3.3%) did not like to touch the specimen. 16(10.6%) students made distance from the viscera due to its bad odour.

While 107 (71.3%) students said they would prefer original specimen of viscera, over POP models, for studying; but still 126 (84%) wanted to keep the POP models of viscera while studying its relations from text book.

71 (47.3%) students believed that POP models are good because they can be kept while reading text book at any place and according to 51 (34%) students special precautions like gloves are not required to handle them. Some 48 (32%) students found these models helpful for determining the anatomical position and for studying the relations and according to 42 (28%) maximum features can be visualized as given in the textbook. 27(18%) students liked POP models as those were helpful in drawing diagrams.

However, while discussing demerits of POP models, 57 (38%) students found the POP models of viscera to be heavier than original specimen and 42 (28%) said that the impressions appeared to be artificially created.

**DISCUSSION**

Anatomy forms the base of medical education. Now days, due to unavailability of cadavers and original bones it is difficult for the students to understand only with the 2D diagrams given in the textbooks.

Though artificial bones are available in the market, they are not of very good quality. In our survey, 55 students (out of the 114 who did not have a bone set) said that they did not purchase a bone set because the bones were not good enough.

In our survey, all the 150 (100%) students agreed that bones are necessary for studying osteology. 115 (76.6%) said that they would like to keep the artificial bones, if original bones are not available, while studying from text book. Also 126 (84%) students agreed that they would prefer to keep viscera models while studying its relations. Therefore, there is a need for the provision of good quality artificial bones and artificial models of viscera.

There is some evidence that learning through arts can have a significant impact on students’ understanding of the body [1, 2]. So assignments of painting POP models, demonstrating relations can help the students to understand it. But for the purpose they should own the models of viscera.

John R. Waters et al. [3] stated that any teaching materials that engage students in activities in
which they must interact with the material are worth investigating. If students have bonsets with them they can mark the attachments of muscles and ligaments and relations of nerves and vessels on them. This can prove to be a better way of memorizing with understanding.

B. Kramer and J.T. Soley [4] have performed a survey on medical students and reported that the students apparently experience difficulty with 3D concepts and visualization of structures. Thus, keeping the models of viscera, while studying their relations, may prove to be a better way of clearing the concepts.

Some studies have reported dissection as causing extreme anxiety and emotional disturbances in some students [5-7]. Serious concern also arises about health and safety issues for those handling cadaveric material. There can be no such issues with artificial models. Though these models cannot replace the original specimen, they can serve the purpose while studying at home or when cadavers are not available in sufficient numbers.

CONCLUSION

The most important reasons for having no bone set is unavailability of original bones and lack of interest in artificial bones. Good quality artificial bones should be promoted for students, if original bones are not available. It will be better than having nothing.

POP models of viscera cannot replace original viscera but due to its handy quality will be helpful for understanding. Required all impressions, structures and marking can be made on the models. These models can also be used during didactic lectures, where we cannot take the original specimen. Students like to use POP models for the study at home.
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